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From AC
FSB annual compliance reports
By the time this Newsletter has been
released we will have completed and
submitted over 90% of the draft reports
to clients and a good percentage of signed
reports have already been submitted to the
FSB. If you still need to review your own
report and send us your signature pages please do so as a matter of urgency.

Don’t forget that the deadline for submission of your statements was 30 June unless we
have organised an extension for you. Also see the related article later in this Newsletter

One of our clients provided us
with their notes (not detailed
they attended that covered a
number of key areas that we
thought all clients need to
be aware of. We have added
our own thoughts as felt
necessary.
Data transfer:
The FSB have concerns that
data is not being transferred
to insurers as required – both
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in the required detail and frequency.

information, both the personal/business details of the policy holder and risk details to
the insurer at least every 60 days. This data is critical for the insurer as it impacts on
their ability to assess their risk exposures which can affect their solvency requirements
and to ensure they have all the information to allow them to deal with the client should
something unforeseen happen to that binder holder.
The short term industry initiative for data transfer on a common platform – STRIDE seems to be suffering from a lack of commitment to the initiative. However any reluctance
on the part of the broker should not be over concerns on the use of that data. STRIDE’s
role is to securely transfer that information from A to B. They do not use the data; they
merely encrypt and secure it for transfer to the insurer. STRIDE believes that bank data
is less safe than the data they manage. However, for the STRIDE process to be effective,
there needs to be a standard format, agreed to by the industry for both the level of detail
and format of that detail e.g. what data is required per client per section of the policy or
policy type and down to the level of such things as the basis of capturing a registration
number of a vehicle.
It is important for brokers to keep an audit trail relating to transferred data to ensure
there is evidence of you sending this information.
IT audit of systems: This is a new tool to be introduced by the FSB to monitor the level
of data transfer, amongst other things.
If the insurer believes that it cannot get its data there will be pressure to cancel the binder
agreement.
AC Comment:
With the increased level of reporting being demanded of the insurer (See AC January
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concerns of the FSB will only increase in this area. We expect to see an increasing
tendency of binders being linked to the use of the insurer system rather the brokers’
own systems as one of the only ways that they can ensure ready access to the data in the
broker systems keep up with this increased level of reporting and the need to capture
increasing levels of detail will be borne by whom?
Also see the FA News article on this subject under Interesting things we have read.
What protections are in place for the broker with the binder agreements?
If brokers have the fear that the insurer will misuse the information provided to them
then the industry has a major problem! The insurer is the risk carrier and therefore needs
to know the clients’ information. The client technically belongs to neither or perhaps,
as many believe, to both. However brokers do have concerns that insurers can and do
contact clients directly, especially when brokers are moving business from one insurer to
another. A non solicitation clause in the binder that would prevent insurers accessing the
client without the “permissions” of the broker would allay these fears. Will the insurer
agree to this?
The FIA can set out some guidelines with regards to binder contracts and what should
and should not be included, however if an association prescribes guidelines they may
be considered anti-competitive so they have to be very careful about what they publish.
The best check point to look at broker responsibilities and protection is the binder
regulations themselves. Compare those with what is built in the contract as it has been
seen that insurers do add other clauses that attempt to encompass the whole relationship
reference should be made to items 6.3 of the regulations that set out in around 20 points.
Make sure binder contracts that are in place clearly state the role of each party. Intent
to adhere to the regulations is no longer good enough; brokers have had over a year to
comply. If a broker falls short of what is expected of them binder agreements will be
cancelled. It was reported that one insurer subject to a binder audit by the FSB cancelled
over 70 binder agreements with brokers as a result of non adherence to the regulations.
Can a broker afford to lose that binder and related fees?
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AC Comment:
We have found that brokers generally are ignorant of the all the requirements in terms
awareness of the data transfer requirements as insurers place increasing emphasis on
this but little else. We urge all clients to really understand their agreements and ensure
they are adhering to the conditions. We do offer an additional service to assist with this
if required.
The concept of insurers cancelling wholesale binder agreements is probably not yet a
reality. Generally most insurers could probably not cope with the work load based on
the feedback we get from broker clients on the ability of many insurers to handle what
they already have. But if the FSB continue to push, insurers will only want to outsource
work to those brokers than can deliver at all levels.
Inconsistency of binder fees, broker fees, commissions and other fees:
All insurer fees seem likely to be done away with. In site visits by the FSB there are
broker binder fees appearing up to 22% - can insurers realistically expect to manage the
claims account with such fees?

be expected to be controlled by the FSB? Some options:
doing away with binders,
capping of the binder fee.

The FSB want brokers to justify the fees that are charged to clients and make sure they
aren’t already being remunerated for the services. There is no intention to do away with
broker fees; it is more about basing these fees on the actual activities that are being
performed.

business with an insurer? Does it include all the other work done i.e. ongoing management
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of the policy? What does ongoing management/servicing mean? The Retail Distribution
Review will start to regulate what reward an intermediary will get and what work is
done. Is the current system fair where one broker gets a 20% fee for mere introduction
but another does claims management as well and earns the same commission? The FSB

what your fees are for. Commission itself is not under threat.
RDR is the single most important thing coming in the near future. Its overall objectives
are to support the delivery of TCF outcomes and the promoting of affordable fair advice
and services. Aspects that will hopefully be addressed include:
Is the payment of
commission a conProper remuneration
to the intermediary
providing advice. A
lot of questions arise
as to where advice
tion process and that
in each insurance
sector.
Preventing inappropriate revenue or
incentives.
Communication is expected shortly from the regulator that will start to set out their
thoughts on the above matters. Need to separate the different industries, short term,
commercial domestic, life, investment. The life industry is expected to see the most
change within these RDR results.
See Interesting things we have read section of this Newsletter for more on RDR.
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Binders and moving a policy/ies:
It was stressed that a broker cannot move policies without policy holders’ permission.
There are practical issues that go around the 30 day cancellation clause in this process
and whilst these have been raised by the FIA with the FSB at this stage the FSB are
sticking to the regulations. It is hoped a more practical solution can be found but in the
meantime the FSB have stated that this is one of the things that they will look at during
on site visits.
AC Comment:
We receive many enquires on this issue, both brokers looking to move books were they
seek clarity on what can be done and UMAs looking to defend business being moved
from them. We try and take the practical view that as long as it can be demonstrated that
the broker has at the very least:
Communicated with all clients well before the intended move and has followed
up at least once with clients who have not responded,
Allowed the client an opportunity to discuss with the broker and/or say no,
Provided full replacement product advice, and
binder fees and if they do that these are well highlighted to the client.
But take note of the regulators current view!
Lack of understanding of what it costs us to run a broking business:

Itemize every item in running the business and put a cost to it.
List what the insurer pays for, what you get your policy fee for, etc.
binders and outsource functions.
ed in commission, binder fee, outsource fee. These are potentially the services
for which a broker can currently charge a fee to the client.
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AC Comment:
This concept makes sense – whether or not you currently have a binder or outsource
agreement. We have previously promoted this but seen very little take up by brokers to
take this approach. We have come across a spread sheet that will assist with this process,
if you want a copy let us know.

meeting. We took this up with the FIA and received the following response from Peter
Atkinson;
going on who still claim the right to instruct brokers what to do and how to run their
businesses. ... after the meeting held in our Board Room some time ago ... the attendees

we do?
Your thoughts?

We reported last month on the introduction of our new monitoring tool. As we pointed
out we need to continually review the monitoring process we follow and with TCF
forcing all FSPs to review their standards this new tool will assist with that process. The
broker and UMA FSPs will start to receive the new format preparation document that
acts as both a reminder for the planned meeting and a tool to help the FSP prepare for
the meeting. The document will closely follow the management overview section of the
report itself.
This new tool will also help us deal with the increasing responsibility of the Compliance
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article from Moonstone under Interesting things we have read.

from the FSB was discussed. All agreed that the turnaround times on these requests have
deteriorated dramatically in recent months. It seems the FSB have reverted to a standard
turnaround time on such requests – to quote from feedback provided to us by Jabhile
Mbele of the FSB to a request for a speedy response to just such a request:

As many of these requests relate to prospective employment questions from FSPs the

system for such requests is needed and this suggestion has been passed through to the
FSB.
A solution to this problem has to be based on the fact that requests from the representative

in obtaining DOFA dates, especially where an urgent response is needed. Regretfully
our advice to our clients going forward, at least until such time as the FSB system has
improved, if indeed it does, has to be that direct contact be made with the FSB. This
contact should ideally be by phone on 012 428 8000.
Having said this by now all representatives really should know their history as a
representative, especially if they have already completed their RE5. Details and proof
of prospective employees’ DOFA details should be an integral part of the recruitment
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At the same Forum meeting all members present agreed that the turnaround times on

change department can do their work. This delay factor can be particularly problematic
in areas such as new key individuals and new licence categories. The matter has been
formally raised with the FSB and it is hoped the current situation is one of a temporary
nature.

We attended this event on 18 June. The full presentation will be available via the IISA
website shortly but below are some of the key aspects we picked up:
From Anton Swanepoel – the intermediaries’ perspective
TCF will be to insurers what FAIS has been to brokers,
20% of TCF will relate to brokers and 80% to insurers,
Common standards needed between brokers and insurers,
If a broker does not have a value proposition and service model TCF will help
put this in place,
With the right mind set TCF will be easy to deal with,
Insurers need to be more consistent with their disclosures, and
KID documents will assist the broker as these will be consistent disclosures on
insurer products.
From Anne-Lize de Beer of Santam
VAPs are a high risk TCF item. The bundling of products not asked for and/or
needed need to and will be looked at closely,
Training by insurers on their products will need to be on-going,
Call centre sales – the use of a simple “do you understand” question and one
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Direct insurers and their “no advice” approach will need to be reviewed. How
will they deal with a client that needs advice? Simply following a script does not
deal with what a client actually needs,
Binders – clients need to better understand who does what in the supply chain,
Services delivered by outsourced providers e.g. panel beaters fall within the ambit of TCF,
Complaints and the management of need to be expanded for all manner and level
of complaints and the management information gathered needs to be acted upon,
and
Management information being looked for by the FSB is increasing and going
down to the granular level. This will spill over to the brokers – especially those
with Outsource or binder agreements.
From Ntsoane Selela of SASRIA
Binders provided to insurers
demand that all staff dealing
with SASRIA need to be
trained at least annually, and
All binders/outsource agreements subsequently provided
to brokers have to include a
requirement that the brokers
staff dealing with SASRIA
need to be trained at least on
an annual basis.

-

seen as being an Act with any impact
on an FSP you may be surprised to learn that an insurer or insurance broker does have
a responsibility to keep records and report that pertain to the facilitating the purchase of
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In addition the duties as an employer of foreign nationals also need to be catered for.

A question was asked at the recent FAIS forum as to whether an FSP could pay the
premium of a client’s policy in a situation where this was part of the FSP’s corporate
social investment policy. In this particular case the client was a school for under privileged
children.
The consensus was that this was acceptable, however if the payment of one policy
premium to retain or obtain other business was the reason then Section 44 of the STA –
prohibition on inducements, would need to be taken into consideration.

The FSB is busy with an investigation into the provision of this class of business. To
quote from their letter inviting a client of ours to attend a meeting to assist with their
investigation;

The number of underwriters willing to provide this particular cover has declined
over the years;
There have been steep increases in the premiums charged for this type of cover
in recent years; and
The scope of cover provided in these products is narrowing, in particular the
exclusions of cover for third party providers to the pension fund.
For brokers who operate in this space the results of this will be of interest.

We came across the following costs of annual membership of some of the major
professional bodies recently;
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Institute of Risk Managers (IRMSA): R 1,135
Compliance Institute (CISA): R 2,513
International Auditors Institute: R 1,513
Institute of Directors (IOD): R 2,500
Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA): R 2,734
Financial Planning Institute (FPI): R 3,180
IISA:
Fellow: R 1,315
Associate: R 1,150
Licentiate: R 825
Within AC we have members of CISA, FPI, IOD and the FPI.

From the FSB

what must be an embarrassing allegation for the FSB:
-

-

FSB chief executive Dube Tshidi told The Star the board did not have the power or
infrastructure to investigate allegations which did not pertain to Seedat’s employment
with the board.
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Seedat’s lawyer Darryl Ackerman denied the accusations, while Sars spokesperson
Marika Muller would not comment on whether there was an audit against Africa Cash
and Carry.”

Board Notice 62 of 2014 brought us the details of the new levies. The main levies
affecting the majority of our client base are as follows:
Intermediaries collecting short term premium: Gross annual premiums handled as at 31
August multiplied by 0.01883033% subject to a minimum of R 139.
Cat I & IV FSP’s: FSB levy

Basic R3, 357 plus R537 per KI/Rep

Cat I FSP handling Funeral Business only:

Basic R3, 357 plus R250 per KI/Rep

Ombud levy:

Basic R

787 plus R300 per KI/Rep

The increases, on average, are around 5% from 2013 levels.
The Rep numbers used will be those linked to your licence as at 31 August 2014. A KI
who is also a Rep is only counted once.
Invoices are due for payment by 31 October 2014
We will work with you to ensure your register of Representatives is as up to date as
possible for 31 August but remember inform us of deletions at the death may mean
changes cannot get processed.
There are a number of other levies in the Board Notice applying to insurers, pension
funds, collective investments schemes and others. If you would like a copy e-mail us at
info@associatedcompliance.co.za.
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The FSB have started to query the exemptions granted from the need for audited
statements for those FSPs not handling clients’ funds or premiums. To quote from the
letters being sent:

as a result of the public interest score calculated which determines whether or not

pared and submitted.

down of how it was calculated.

based on their public interest score.

-
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This was obviously an oversight when the original process was put in place and they, quite
based on the FSP’s public interest score. We are surprised by the sudden urgency though.

is uncalled for. Sometimes a simple “please” would work.

allow us to better be able to proactively assist. We heard when the client received the
letter.

this but if this is indeed the case then the deadlines in place have to be adhered to.

From the FAIS Ombud

A case of the terms of a motor policy not being communicated to a client. Terms were
of theft cover – this was never communicated to the client so when the vehicle was
stolen there was no cover. This cost the broker R 87,300.
Once again the need to ensure that the client is made aware of all material terms and
conditions - and reminded of them at subsequent renewals - has been highlighted.
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From INSETA
The new study notes on RE5 are now available on the INSETA website.
www.inseta.org.za

From the Short-term Ombud
stone
The total number of complaints received during the year was 9,368 which represent
an increase of 245 or 2.7% over 2012. The number of complaints received during the
period January to March 2014 shows a material increase compared to the similar period

of 2014.
The increase in the number of complaints may be attributable to several factors,
including the number of claims registered due to adverse weather conditions and other
factors, the effect of the Treating Customers Fairly campaign and, generally, the growing
sophistication and awareness of consumers as to their contractual rights. Hopefully the

The pace at which cases were resolved within six months, showed a healthy increase.
2011 - 52%
2012 - 63% and
2013 - 87%
The number of matters unresolved after six months as at the end of December 2013
stood at 72 compared to 1319 in 2011 and 352 in 2012.
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During 2013 approximately 113 formal claims meetings were held with insurers, apart
These meetings continue to be a critical factor in the dispute resolution procedure.
However, it is noticeable that the number of complaints dealt with at these meetings has
reduced substantially in recent times. The reason for this is obvious, namely that there
are fewer matters on the six month list to discuss. In fact the six month list is rapidly

Approximately 33% of the complaints to the Ombud led to the claims decision being
overturned in favour of the client – this applies equally to personal lines and commercial
business.

product houses:

-

-

From the IISA
The issue of CPD still seems to create some confusion with our clients and we are often
asked why events are advertised with a reference to CPD when the FSB’s CPD is not yet
a requirement. The answer is that many professional bodies have a CPD requirement for
the retention and use of professional designations. One of the bodies is the IISA.
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The IISA recently released a communication to members, an extract form which is as
follows:

-

ministration fee is charged.

whom it affects.

communicate with all affected.

As a member of the IISA if you did not receive this then your contact details may be out
of date and we would encourage you to make contact with them.
If you are providing training – be it in-house or to your broker clients we would also
encourage you to look to have these accredited by the IISA. Once the FSB system does
come on line if you are up and running within the IISA structures this will be huge
advantage. Additionally having your professional designation removed is something
that the FSB will apparently want to know should it happen.
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Please also feel free to contact Charmaine on charmaine@iisa.co.za on any educational
matters and Lizzel on CPD registration on Lizzel@iisa.co.za

From the FIA
We came across a circular issued by the FIA in March on what to expect in a Financial
Intelligence Centre on site visit. Its usefulness comes from a summary of the sections of
the Act, regulations and exemptions that typically will form the focus of such an inspection
thus the key areas that you need to ensure a thorough understanding of as an Accountable
Institution. If you would like a copy let us know at info@associatedcompliance.co.za.

From the Institute of Directors
A task team convened by the King Committee on Corporate Governance has recommended
task team came to the conclusion that whilst the basic content and philosophies of
King III would remain in place, there was room for the Report to be enhanced to assist
organisations.

reports and the holder of their copyrights. The King reports have achieved international
recognition and have helped place South Africa in the vanguard of progressive corporate
governance.
Ansie Ramalho, Chief Executive of the IoDSA, who leads the task team, says that a

organisations, private companies and entities in the public sector have experienced
challenges in adapting King III to their particular circumstances. The enhancement will
aim to make South Africa’s authoritative guide on corporate governance more accessible
to all types of entities and sectors,” she says.
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Greater succinctness and streamlining would be invaluable in positioning the King Report
for the digital and mobile ages. As workplaces become paperless and boundaryless, the
King framework must be made accessible on mobile and tablet devices.
Target date for release: early 2016 at the earliest.
See article under Interesting things we have read for more insight into this

Interesting things we have read
Insurance Gateway June 2014
An article from Deloite’s Nina le
Riche on the proposed update to
King III. Click here to read more.
The latest SAIA Governance Risk
Update covering a number of
relevant topics.
Click here to read more.
and their insurance risk update.
Click here to read more.
COVER magazine May 2014:
The Binder holder versus TCF:
an article by Danie Swart of
Renasa, A look at the additional
responsibilities arising for the non mandated intermediary who holds a binder.
Paying for advice – the debate is on. A number of related articles dealing with the RDR
debate
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A related article in the Moonstone Newsletter of 29 May made the following comment
on this subject based on a presentation by Jonathan Dixon of the FSB at the Discovery

must also be made for other outsourced product supplier services such as premium col-

FA News also has an article on this issue under the heading HOW WE CAN AVOID
THE PROBLEMS RDR WILL GIVE THE INDEPENDENT ADVISER. Click here
to read more.
Meanwhile it is now being reported that the promised RDR document will now only be
available in about 2 months time.
Moonstone 26 May 2014
Alan Holton, an independent compliance practitioner and associate of Moonstone,
recently shared the following information regarding amendments to the Financial
Services Laws General Amendment Act of 2013.
Financial Services Board Act 1990 and Inspection of Financial Institutions Act 1998
Act, 97 of 1990, any person that performs an activity regulated under a law referred
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enforcement provisions as their clients.
FAIS Act 37 of 2002
Section 4 of the FAIS Act, 2002 has been amended and the registrar may now by notice

required by the registrar for the purposes of the Act.

services provider with more than one key individual or one or more representatives
to oversee the provider’s compliance function. This is in addition to the original duty to
monitor compliance with the Act by the provider any representatives.
FA News
10 June. An article following on from our review of the recent FIA meeting earlier in
this newsletter. MAKING SENSE OF BIG DATA COULD BE KEY FOR THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY.
Click here to read more.
17 June. An article on the overall impact of compliance. Whilst an old theme it is up to
date and worthy of a read. INSURERS WILL NEED TO WEIGH UP THE TRUE
COST OF COMPLIANCE.
Click here to read more.
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